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Abstract: Composite materials have important features as compared to traditional materials. Among the 

functional materials of composite materials there can be mentioned: low weight, mechanical and chemical 

resistance, low maintenance costs, increased freedom to form. They allow extending product life. Composite 

materials also offer superior thermal and sound insulation. Sustainable development focuses on the use of 

superior materials, structures, reducing weight, increasing product life cycle and finds a powerful ally in the 

composite materials. 
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1. Composite materials 

Composite materials, also called “second generation materials” are those materials 

obtained by the intended combination of two or more materials with the purpose of getting 

superior properties to each component taken separately but also of minimizing their undesired 

properties. [4] 

Initially appeared in the military industry nowadays they penetrated all fields, due to 

their spectacular properties. Greater or more limited use of composite materials is closely 

linked to the performance of traditional materials, to their cost and availability. 

The military industry was seeking for types of materials that would be both resistant and 

light. The two requirements seemed contrary but by making composite materials for armours 

as layered materials proved that such materials can be designed.  

When the modelling programmes of structures in a very short time emerged, the 

computer could provide the user the “designed” materials’ properties according to the different 

combinations of materials and it could be easily seen if they corresponded or not to the 

destinations without the need to put them into practice or test them in the laboratory.  

Thus, in a short period of time, a great number of options can be analyzed and the best of 

these options can be chosen, saving a lot of materials, time, labour force, energy etc. These 

considerations have opened a new philosophy in the science of materials, called materials’ 

design.  

The term of composite material is relatively new although the use of these materials 

dates back from ancient times (for example using clayey land, manure and straws to build 

adobe houses).  

It is intuitive to describe a composite as being made from a matrix material where one or 

more types of reinforcements, or the matrix is simply filled with materials considered to be as 

supplementary. The matrix is the incorporating component which serves to fix the constituents 

and ensure the solid form. The fibres, particles, flakes and filaments are structural constituents 

and they determine the internal structure of the composite.  

Due to the different nature of constituents which are part of the composite material, there 

is always an area or surface of separation. [3] In most cases it consists of an area of adhesion in 

a separate phase called interface. This is the coupling agent and is designed to ensure perfect 

adhesion of the constituents to the matrix material (Figure1). 
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Fig. 1 The structure of a composite material made of fibres included in a matrix 

 

          There is also the situation where a superficial combination appears at certain composites 

at the contact area and it can no longer be about separating interfaces.  

          This enables to make a classification according to the used material-matrix, thus 

identifying the composite materials based on the metallic, polymeric metals (resins are treated 

separately although they are not only polymeric) or ceramics (glass is also considered a 

ceramic material).  

          Obviously, there are also other criteria to characterize the composite materials such as: 

the relation between the cocking material and the fixing material, the type of the material’s 

basic constituents, the constituents’ distribution way, the functional role of the composites etc. 

          The definition of the composite materials does not establish an exact delimitation 

between these and the structures with different nature consistency (sandwich type).  

 

2. Sustainable development  

Sustainable development will enable the continuation of human activities and future 

generations. [1] It is thus considered an issue of utmost importance the way materials are used 

in making products. The life of the products should also be extended. Sometimes people get 

“attached” to certain products and they would rather fix them to continue to use them but 

there are also situations when products that are still functional are discarded only because they 

are no longer fashionable.  

The products’ life cycle includes taking the following steps: 

- Raw material extracting and processing; 

- manufacturing; 

- packaging, transport and marketing; 

- using the product; 

- storage, disposal, recycling. 
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Products’ life cycle analysis is a particularly important instrument and it may serve the 

legislator to pass laws regarding the environment and its protection, the manufacturer to be 

able to analyze the products he makes, the technologies he uses as related to the environment, 

but not least to the consumer, in order to make him purchase or not a particular product made 

by a certain company.  

Life cycle analysis also allows assessing if a product is ecologic or not.  

Not all organic products are equally produced, and the quality of food labelled with the 

logo “natural” is not the equivalent for the ones “bio”. In order to be considered organic, food 

should not be treated with chemical products and the production method used and the 

certification body logo should be mentioned on the package.    

Most consumers choose organic products for the sake of social status. Buyers are 

willing to make more money on hybrid cars, liquid detergents or ecologic foods just because 

they give a better social status. 

Using organic products not only shows that the holder allows them, but that he cares 

about the others and the environment.  

Sustainable development refers to the efficient use of raw materials, their replacement 

with alternative materials. [5] A product should be though sustainable ever since the design 

stage when the raw material that is going to be used is determined, according to the 

requirements imposed after the operation. The economy of materials should be considered. A 

product that will require less material is cheaper, lighter and if we are talking about a vehicle, 

it will also have lower fuel consumption. The “easiness” of vehicles is largely due to the 

composite materials that have replaced most of the steel pieces. [6] But if the loss in weight of 

each product results in the loss of that product’s quality then the objective has not been met, 

since the number of these products will increase and will cause an increase of pollution. This 

is where composite materials also offer the solution, being at the same time light and also 

resistant.  

The energy consumption should also be had in view. This has to be correctly 

determined, namely to include not only the energy used to produce the product, but also the 

one that will be later used by exploiting the product.  

 

3. Conclusions 

Composite materials have gained ground in most of the fields.  

Due to their superior properties (resistant to shock, traction, higher elasticity than steel 

for example), they meet the desiderata of sustainable development because they make 

structures “lighter” (composite materials have a weight of 2 or 3 times lower than steel), they 

extend the products’ life, they consume less energy for their elaboration, etc. Thus, it can be 

noticed that the theory according to which natural materials are better than synthetic ones is 

not always true.  

Dematerialization is often referred to as a strategy or an indicator within the sustainable 

development since it was found that the existence of high material and energy consumption is 

the first cause of environmental problems. Dematerialization has become a target for 

ecological development. 

Another important issue is the one of waste which results after the product is no longer 

functional. If using composites, problems sometimes appear, in that composite materials are 

harder to be recycled while steel is more easily recyclable for example. Plastics are synthetic 

products of organic, inorganic or mixed nature which cause significant problems to recycling. 

Therefore, considering also recycling in the design of composite materials, it is necessary that 

at least one of the elements can be recovered and the other one can be destroyed by hydrolysis, 

pyrolysis, etc. Recycling is considered useful when the product is easy to carve and recycling 

efficiency is sufficiently high to justify it.  
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